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NOW more than ever before the Air Force needs forward thinking young men to fill important jobs. Here
is a unique opportunity for a young man to begin a
career in aviation and missile maintenance, electronics,
administration or security. These are the vital skills
of the Aerospace Age. Air Force training can give a
young man a headstart on a bright future.
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Plans For The

Annual Convention

The seventy-ninth annual convention of the Association
is scheduled to convene October 24-26, 1963. It seems
appropriate, _therefore, that the president announce plans
for the convention ; especially, he should inform members
about certain innov:itions which represent departures from
the customary convention programs.
Activities planned for the 1963 convention are intended
to reflect interpret:i.tic,ns of the theme, "Education in This
Technological Age" . The interpretations presented in the
January-February issue of Texas Standard were: "education
must socialize" ; and " education must civilize" . The specialization and socialization aspects of education will be emphasized in presentations by featured speakers, consultants,
and resource persor;s. With respect to the idea that education must civilize, further interpretation seems necessary.

••

As educators, we must accept as our primary function the
task of helping children to think critically. Along with the
"thinking critically", however, emphasis must be placed
upon developing the art and skill of living in peace and
harmony. When the total experience of mankind is considered, the need for education to civilize man beyond the
stage of barbarism becomes imperative. Modern weapons
have given new dimensions to destructive powers: The
capability of annihilating the world's population.
In primitive civilization warfare could be -i ndulged, though
destructiveness violated individual rights and privileges.
Today, both combatants and noncombatants face the same
danger-devastation by nuclear blasts.
We must learn to liv,e in peace and harmony because survival of mankind depends upon our ability to "get along
with others". All t~._-l world's people are neighbors. Now,
we must learn to understand and appreciate people in distant lands-th ey are our neighbors too-just as we learn
to understand and appreciate the family next door or across
the street.

•

From a practical point of view, it seems important that
we examine onr rcles as educators in helping youth to
understand and appr-tciate the urgence of living in peace
and harmony. If we can not live .peacefully and harmoniously
with our neighbors, our conflicts will progress to the point
that we must go to war-a fatal consequence if nuclear
weapons are used. While appreciating the great good of
technological advancement in many areas, we must not
overlook the imminent dangers of weapons that have been
fashioned by contemporary scientists.
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TENTATIVE CONVENTION SCHEDULE
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24

4:00 P.M. -Executive Comm ittee Meeti ng
6:00 P.M. -Meeting of Convention Delega tes
8:00 P.M. -Public Program
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25

8 :00 A.M.-Department of Classroom Teachers, Annual
Meeting
I 0:00 A.M.-First General Assembly-Open hearings on
proposals to be considered by th e Deleg ate
Assembly
I I :30 A.M.-Meetings of Special Interest Groups
I :30 P.M. -Second General Assembly - Presid e nt's
Message
3 :00 P.M. -Delegate Assembly and Committee Reports
5:30 P.M. -Banquet, Sponsored by OCT
8:00 P.M. -Special Entertainment, TSAT
10:30 P.M. -Social. Local Group
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26

8:00 A.M.-Executive Committee Meeting
I0:00 A.M.-Third General Assembly-Symposiu m
topic of the day
12:30 P.M. -Adjournment

on

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

I. Programmed Instruction
2. Ungraded Elementary Schools-word method vs phonics
-What lvan knows that Johnny does not.
3. Instructional Media: TV and teaching machines
4. Federal and State Legislation affecting educationteacher competence
5. What research says about effective teaching automa tion and the technological revolution
6. Drop-outs and out-of-town teenagers sense and nonsense of homework, Physical Fitness

CALENDAR OF MEETINGS
APRIL 20

North Texas Districte Teachers Association, Corsicana
MAY 11

TSAT Department of Classroom Teachers, Emmett
Scott High School, Tyler
JULY 7-19

Classroom Teachers National Conference, Ball State
Teachers College, Muncie, Indiana
JULY 31 - AUGUST 3

60th Annual Convention of American Teachers Association, Dallas Memorial Auditorium, Dallas
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by
DR J. B. JONES

All scientific evidence points to the
fact that life is proceeding from unity
toward diversity, from the homogeneous unthinking herd or flock , blindl y
moving in response to the directions
of a shepherd, toward a fellowship of
free and en lightened individuals, ,each
an integrated independent conscious
being in his own right. Freedom is
the by-word of the century from the
hinterlands of Africa to the gates of
Ole Miss.
Freedom of any kind brings with it
responsibility. It is no longer possible
for an enlightened ind ividual to be
content to just drift with the herd, by
his ery unfoldment it is necessary for
him to find out where he i going and
why he is g oing there, then consider
the mea ns to be employed in aiding
him on the journey.
As admi nistrators we a re sailing our
educatio nal boats in intellectual waters.
Have you seen the fisherman who has
the last make of rod an d reel, fli,es and
baits of all description, yet he never
returns with a izeable haul ? In fact
if his wife desires a tasty dish of fish ,
her best bet is to make a has ty t ri p
to the nearest market.
You and I are the fi shermen who are
ailing our boat in filled seas. There are
more than two and a quarter million
students enrolled in the first twelve
grades in the State of Texas. Of this
number approximate ly three hundred
thousand are Negro stud ents or on e
out of every seven . We hav,e more than
. ixty thousand tudents in high schools,
and some 240,000 Negro pupils in elementary sc hools. We g rad uated approximately eleven thousand from high
school last year, with slightly mor,e than
fifty percent of these boys. Approximately forty -eight percent of these
Dr. James B. Jones , Associate Dean of Students, Texas Southern University, Houston, s poke
to teachers and administrators in the HoustonHarris County area during the H:uris Coun ty
Principals Workshop.
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pl anned to atte nd co ll ege as of their
grad uati on date and nea rl y forty percent a rrived at somebody's college campus last September. The old adage says
that figures don ' t lie. Legally they
don 't, not even in this instance, for
they care not how they are interpreted;
thus the inten t to deceive is not present
inherently. They are misleading. For
in spite of the solace th ey may bring,
we are rowing empty boats in fi shfull
ed ucational seas. Empty Boats and Fishfull Seas, is my topi c for the moment.
Empty boats? Yes, for our graduatio n rate repres,e nts less than one-third
of those entering first grade. Of those
students currently in the 7th grade we
w ill lose more th an h alf in the dropout rate if our past is any indication
of the future ; 1725 youth of Harris
County fell victims to delinquency during the 1961 ca lend ar yea r. One out of
every three enteri ng college freshmen
at T exas Southern University is readi ng
below the 8th grade level. Morehouse
College of Atlanta likes to pride itself
o n being composed of the intellectual
aristocracy in the South , yet it must
admit the existence o f a remedial reading program d e igned to bring many
to the 10th grade level in reading speed
and comprehe nsion.
As ad min istrators, I ask yo u, Why?

It cannot be the forma l learning of our
teache rs, for we have 2, 500 Negro elementary teachers with the Master's degre and above in the State of Texas,
and 4 000 hold the Bachelor's degree
~·ith add iti ona l training. Only thirteen
N egro elementa ry teachers in the State
of T exas a re non-d eg ree hold ers. In th e
departmentalized a reas o f the high
schools we are fari ng even better.
It can not be the Luildings in which
we are functioning. Th ese with few
excep ti o ns are modern in design and
functional in construction. We hav,e
often quoted as an ap hori sm " Stone
walls do no t a prisc,n make," con-

versely , " Beautiful buildings of contempora ry design do not an intellectual
center make. "
Some teac hers would doubtless say
that we have empty boats in the midst
of fishfull seas because their equipment
is insufficient. Language laboratories
a re fine and I must not be guilty of
denouncing them . Tape recorders, the
cut away models of the human speech
organs and sundry devices are most in triguing. We have them all, but SO to
7 S% of all our students enrolled in
Freshmen English failed. As of midterm 20 out of every 25 students enrolled in the College of Arts and
Sciences were delinquent in one or
more subjects. It is sa id that teachers
spend 90% of their time communicating ideas or facts which can be done
equally as well by machines. I have
wa tched excellent demonstrations of
these, and I admit that they are challenging. We will not be able to hold
the line against them anymore than
the agrarian held the line against the
industrialist. We must · realize though
that teaching at its best is a highly
personal venture. It must remain personal to the extent tha.t it extends man
until m an returns to himself. Machines
cannot restore confidence, recognize
individual differences, nor provide the
social interaction which is necessary for
maximum self d evelopment. The teache r remains an important element in the
learn ing process second only to the student.
When I h ea r cl ai ms of buildings,
equipment, and changes which lie in
the purely material realm, I am reminded of the music teacher on the
North Side of Chicago whose studio
had no heat. It was most uncomfortable, yet he chos-e to leave it in that
state. When asked why, he r•eplied,
'Some people come here to receive lessons but they don 't really want to learn
learn music. They want an •excuse, so
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I give them one. " Equipment, salaries,
location of room and physical factors
may be voiced as reasons for empty
boats but these would be more rhetorican enunciations.
I asked the cooperation of Personnel Deans in sister institutions toward
the completion of a survey of failing
students. Our basic desire was to find
out why your boats and ours are
empty. They gladly responded. You
may not agree with them but we do
i-,eed to hear their responses. They gave
as the first reason, Methods of Study(They lack a systematic plan of attack
for t~e mastery of subject matter).
Secondly they listed: Attitude of Instructors. Thirdly: Lack of Vocational
Ori.entation and Goals. Fourth: Lack
of Skill in the Use of Library, Materials, and Facilities, this of course is related to number one) and Fifth: Home,
Family, and Financial problems. They
said health , new found freedom, love,
marriage, and sex contributed least to
their problems. Hearing this last stater'1ent, you would want to declare the
\ .r hole thing Null and Void.
Each of you if asked, would voice
::.undry opinions regarding our inability
to load the educational boats and make
it to shore with a sizeable haul.
There are some common grounds on
which we can meet. Can we all agree
that there is no end to which many
men will resort in order to avoid
thinking? Can we further agree that
though under the impact of modern
science it takes only I / 7th of a second
for a sound to go around the world;
in a teacher's lifetime many ideas often
never penetrate the lives of his or her
students?
I further ask your agreement that
the following factors are producing
empty boats. First we are beginning too
late. The teaching of mathematical
problem solving is an example. The
first grade teacher defers to the 2nd
grade, the 2nd grade to the third. Third
grade is pre-occupied with drill work
and expects this of the 4th grade. The
4th grade teacher begins her efforts but
finds so much undone she must resort
to remedial work and thus the pattern
is often set. Our emphasis in the light
of our late beginning becomes remedial
rather than preventative. The parent
says to the five year old, 'TH be glad
when you start to school so that teacher
can straighten you out." We thus inherit a remedial role. I am not at all
pleased with the fact that the Texas
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Commission on Higher Education is
recommending that remedial work at
all institutions of higher learning be
discontinued except at Texas Southern
University, Prairie View, and Texas
Western.
Secondly, we are diagnostic in our
services but not clinical. We are test
experts with data of impressive quantities and qualities. We can describe
specifically John's reading rate, expansiveness of his vocabulary, memory span
and abi lity to comprehend. But when
these are not what they should be, we
are slow to chart courses of action
which will lead to satisfactory performance. An empty man was never filled
by a mere description of his emptiness.
In any remedial situation diagnosis
must precede therapy but we have been
in the initial stage too long. I have a
recent letter from a friend of mine
who supervises Master's theses in a
southeastern university. He complains
of having had to read too many studies
on the drop-out rate in Jehovah County.
He says in each instance that the studies
conclude that students should stay in
school longer.
Thirdly ther,e is too much resignation to the status quo. Many of us
have come to accept the fact that things
may get worse but they will not improve with regards to scholarly endeavors. The slogan in a local business
says: "My friend told me to cheer up,
things could be worse. I did and sure
enough things got worse." There is
great range in the quality of teaching
in various schools and various class
rooms in the same school. There ar,e
deserts of chaos and indifference, as
well as oases of sparkling intellectualism. The difference rests largely with
the outlook of the teacher. Examination
of biases, prejudices, and resignation
which evoke complacency is a great
need. It would be well to look at those
teachers who do not care to live in the
communities in which they work. Visiting professors in elementary and high
schools appear unsound and without
justification. Technicians and clinical
specialists are exempted from this category.
I further submit reasons which time
does not permit me to comment upon.
They are: Absence of prototypes ( Sympathy overrules our better judgmentWe must have people teaching who are
motivated by something other than the
well being of self) ; Substituting degrees for productivity (Degree or its
equivalent, select :1nd educate for the

rol-e, experience prior to advanced degrees); Quoting cliche without internalizing them (Educating the whole
child, Superiority is democratic in it
distribution. There are no bad children.
Meet the student wher-e he is.)
Somewhere in my behavioral ciencc ·
I was taught that no living organi m
changes his status unless he i irritated.
May I have permission to irritate you
in these closing minutes?
If our empty boats are to be loaded ,
teachers and administrators are the folk
to lead forth. First mu st come sound
judgment. The administrator is judged
by his judgment. Your corporate judgment is determined by the rules and
laws which govern rnd have been
handed down but there is a wide area
of subjective judgment in which you
must operate. Your training, intelligence, experience, adjustment up-tod:1teness and professional and ethical
codes guide you in this area. A good
administrator does on SOME occasion
change his decision. When i it better
to wait until retirement than press for
a firing? Have the money raising activities become more possessive than ed'J cational procedures? Has the fellow 's
personal conduct become of such that
it endangers the welfare of the group?
The books contain no answe rs, you
render subjective judgment. Can you
guide others to growth and professional
maturity?
You'll be controversial if you do an
effective job. Man is not publicized by
his enemi,es. Don't lean too heavily on
ar..y source. Test both the strength and
loyalty of those on whom you woul~
lean .
You need to be idealistic in yoUt outlook but realistic in your approach with
visions of things yet to COff'(· but ee
dearly that wt:ich is.
Your administration can be promotional, perm1ss1ve, o r pi:eventive.
Which are you?
Your three R's are Respect, Relianc-~
and Responsibility. There is a fourtb
which is emerging or has come ir,to
full consciousness, that of Re•1erence.
Luther Burbank, the noted _.cienti.5:.
was born in 1849. By the time he w :;~
l wenty-one his skilled hands aEd imaginative brains were devoted to breeding
better fruits, vegetables, berries and
flowers. He later wrote, " I shall be
contented, if because of me there hall
be better fruits and fair-e r flowers." If
there are better fruits and fairer flow er
because of you and me, we can not have
empty boats in fishful seas.
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The Ungraded Reading Program
In The Paris Schools
by
MRS. KATHRYN GRIMES
Coordinator of Elementary Curriculum
Paris Public Schools, Paris, Texas

One facet of the instructional program upon which educators generally
agree is that the ability to read well
is basic to the learning of all other
academic subjects, not only in the elementary school high school and college but in adult life as well.

It was in an effort to effect improvement in our elementary reading program that we inaugurated in 1960 the
Ungraded Reading Plan on an experimental basis in one of our elementary
schools, Fourth Ward School, which
served as the pilot school in this project.

The recognit ion of this problem and exercised in groupi ng them . For th is
a desire to find its solution prompted
reason the followi ng criteria for group us to plan a reorgan ization of our
ing pupils were set up: (1) test scores
reading program in the intermediate on standardized reading tests; (2)
grades. Pupils were to be grouped
mental ability scores (special attention
during the reading period according
was paid to underachievers); (3) past
to their reading ability, disrega rd ing academic records; and ( 4) teacher judggrade lines.
ment as to capability and efficient study
Because it was felt that the initial skills. The coordinator and the princisuccess of the program depended to a pal of the school , Mr. Tommy Duncan,
significant degree upon the proper held conferences concerning each pupil
placement of pupi ls, extreme care was wi th the teacher who had taught the

A study of the results of standardized tests in reading for the past several
years had confirmed what we already
knew to be true- that in many of our
heterogenously grouped classes in the
intermediate grades, there existed a
range of from five to seven years 10
reading ability.
From our studies in child development we have learned that children
learn most readily when the teacher
meets them on their own level. Uncle.:
the policy of social promotion, however, to which most schools now subscribe, a teacher following the traditional plan of teaching reading in the
intermediate grades must choose one
of several methods: ( 1) She can plan
instruction for the large middle ability
group in her class, hoping that the
hright pupils will not become bored
and that the slow readers will not be
frustrated . (2) She can set up reading
groups within the class in an attempt
to more nearly meet the needs of her
pupils. Under the latter plan, she
knows that she can devote only a
fraction of her time during the reaJ ing
period to each group.
6

TEACHERS OF UNGRADED READING PROGRAM
T.G. GIVENS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
The Coordinator and principal hold plann ing meeting with Ungraded Reading Teachers
after a successful semester of teaching reading. Viewing the SRA Reading Laboratories to be
used the second semester are from left to right: Mrs. Mary Forshee (seated); Mrs. Willie Mae
Brigham; Henry Blackm·dn; Mrs. Kathryn Grimes, coordinator of Elementary Curriculum, Paris
Public Schools ; John L. H :,lford, Principal ; Mrs. Olivia C. Hampton; Mrs. Ruth Ward (seated);
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pupil the previous year, except for
pupils who had come from other
school systems.
Once the pupils were grouped, the
plan operated in the following manner:
The first period in the morning (fifty
minutes) was designated as the reading
period. When the bell for the reading
period sounded, pupils left their homerooms and went to their reading
groups. In order to avoid labeling
pupils according to reading levels,
each group was designated by the name
of the teacher as, for .instance, "Miss
Brantley's Group." The principal set
up a policy of no unnecessary interruptions for this period.
In addition to this fifty-minute instructional period, a thirty-minute
free-reading period was scheduled during the afternoon session, unually between 3:00 and 3:30.
The teachers, because they were
teaching only one, or at the most, two
levels, had time to teach reading more
effectively. Comprehension, word-attack, and work-lessons on the use of

the dictionary.
Special emphasis was placed on vocabulary development-the study of
synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, root
words, prefixes and suffixes. Contests
were held to see which pupils could
find the largest number of substitutes
for overworked and colorless words
like "said" and "walked."
Skills were maintained and reinforced through the use of practice
books to accompany the basal readers.
In order to provide for a wellrounded reading program and to provide motivation, SRA Reading Laboratories were purchased and used during
the spring semester.
To further implement the program,
the coordinator worked with the
teachers in developing bulletins to
identify the specific basic reading skills
to be taught at each level. Item analysis sheets were worked out to identify
specific areas in which each pupil
needed additional practice or instruction, and lesson plans were made accordingly. A variety of techniques and

communication media were used to
make the reading period one of the
most interesting of the day.
Pupils were encouraged to read
many different kinds of materials.
Most of them began reading more
library books than ever before. Some
pupils read as many as 150 or 200
library books the first year of the program.

The Fourth Annual Banquet of the
Midland City Teachers Association was
held Friday night, February 15, 1963.
Dr. Vernon McDaniel, executive secretary of the Teachers State Association
of Texas was the banquet speaker.

tion and integration of public school:;
and institutions of higher learning.

ness. This effectiveness is important
to both the Negro boy and girl as well
as the Negro teacher. In the case of
teachers, progress of desegregation
will bring about consideration of integrated or desegregated facilities. The
cause of Negro teachers will be greatly
damaged if the notion persists that
they are not good teachers.

Pupil interest and enthusiasm was
greater as no one felt frustrated because he was lagging behind the class,
and no one was bored because it was
too easy. Everyone could be a success
in his own reading group.
Parents were enthusiastic about the
program too. News articles, PT A programs, and conferences had oriented
parents to the objectives of the new
program.
At the end of the experimental
period, test results were so encouraging that it was decided to extend the
Upgraded Reading Program to the
other seven elementary schools in the
system this year .

•

• •

In his message to the Mid~and City
Teachers Association the executive
secretary analyzed the topic: "Antecedents and Causation." He pointed up
the observation that "things don't just
happen; there are causes for every effect."
To illustrate the importance of antecedents, Dr. McDaniel called attention
to: ( 1) differences in salary schedules
throughout the United States; (2) eliminati<Jn of double salary schedules for
Negr0 c: nd white teachers; (3) removal
of discriminatory policies which penalized teachers on income tax calculations; and ( 4) progress in desegrega-
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Causation of the differences 111
salary schedules is related to strength
and concern of organizations; the extent to which organizations can influence legislators to be more liberal
in their appropiation of public funds
for maintenance of good schools. Similiarly, elimination of double salary
schedules and discriminatory policies
on income tax calculations were the
result of some organized efforts.
In McDaniel's view, advancement of
the teaching profession will be influenced by group solidarity: Existence of
wide spread and unconditioned support of l~cal, state, and national associations of teachers.

With respect to members of TSAT
and the Midland City Teachers Association, McDaniel pointed up the need
for improvements in teaching effective-

To inspire Negro boys and girls
McDaniel urged the teachers to emphasize Negro History Week. On this
point he insisted that our youth recognize the demand for competency
because the new fields of opportunity
for them require specialized training
and particular skills.
Mrs. Edythe B. Heslip, president of
the Midland City Teachers Association,
pr-esided during the program. Parents,
ministers, and civic leaders joined with
the teachers in helping to make the
banquet a success.

7

"Po11r things a leather 11111st do
If to children, himself and his
profession he be !m e.'"

•

"7AeM We /JtuJt f:,,"
By Rebecca Manzy, Associate Secretary for Children
Educational International

MISS REBECCA MANZY
To under tand what he must do the
teacher mu t con ider the topsy-turvy
world in whi ch he find himself and the
implicati on

it ha

for education.

Th e recent exploits of Sputnik, the
underwater voyages of the Polaris submarines and out orbiting astronams
have p roduced new visual evidence. of
ou r ea rth . This discovery reemphasizes
a conc-e pt th at has been growing sin ce
the days of Columbus. It points up to
w, ho w ra pidly con cepts are changing
in ou r world today.
Education has gained priority in the
national intere t ince it has become recognized as important to our national
ecurity. Thi realization brought forth
federal upport to promote improvement
in tead1ing and faciliti es. Educators have
fo und themselves forced into developing
programs emphasizing the learning of
s ientific and mathematical concepts. The
teaching machine is being expounded.
Fo reign langu age i being taught in th e
elementary g rade . Experiments in more
effecting g rouping are being undertaken
and people are beginning to allow that
a child can lea rn to read before six
mental yea rs.
With such acceleration of learning
. upported by th e government and pri ·
vate found ations th e advent of new methods of instruction , new emphasis in
the curriculum and new materials and
dev ices for bringing about effective ednational experiences is ure to follow.
Th e future may well lead toward increased use of programmed learning ; tc
<leveloping textbooks giving attention to
indivi dual learning ; to an increase of
aud iovisual equipment to bring into more
class rooms the visits by the breakthrough
of TelStar. We may look for changes in
An address delivered by Miss Rebecca Manzy,
Associate Secretary for Childhood Education International, Washington, n.c., at the Dunbar
F.l ementary School, Fort W 1rth, January 30, 1963.
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reading instruction with a greater emphasi on oral Language; schools will be
teaching " how to think" and "how to
study.'' Educators wi ll become more concerned for the education a child receives
at home and with pressure for formal
instruction of the three and four year
old . With all such innovations there will
be a realization that there is no substitute
for the interaction between a student and
a good teacher.
Since there seems little chance that
this intellectual fervor will abate, it is
essential that we assert ourselves as educators in approaching innovations. Are.
we evaluating as we go along? Are we
keeping the good that we know as we
adapt to change?
The FIRST thing that a teacher must
do is to RECOGNIZE THE RIGHT TO
CHILDHOOD. Children need time to
be children. They need an understanding
teacher who knows that they need activity, growth, play, struggle, and quiet.
Children need a teacher who is skilled
in providing experiences that have meaning. Children need a teacher who will
accent the positive and eliminate the
negative. Children need a teacher who 1s
aware that childhood is a time of continuous, integrated development and that
academic objectives and patterns are not
to be forced upon them for the sake of
education. Children need a teacher who
is able to resist pressures by providing a
broad experience program with depth in
content and ideas which each chi ld can
grasp in his need.
A guest in a home where a threeyear-old was demonstrating his determination to carry out his own
purposes commented to another
guest who was a kindergarten teacher, "You will have difficulty subduing him when be enters kinder-

garten.·' The kindergarten teacher
replied, "I have no desire to subdue
him. I shall try to guide him and
to channel his drive."
Isn't it noteworthy that today's children do not fuss and fwne about going
to school; if we hear correctly, they fuss
and fume over staying at home. Th.:
ditty, ''No more school, no more books,
no more teacher's dirty looks" is passe'.
The experiences shared at school are the
richest and most satisfying that today's
child may have. We hold the key that
opens the door of experience, opportunity. Let's handle it carefully.
To RECOGNIZE THE RIGHT TO
CHILDHOOD is not enough. A teacher
must recognize the NEED TO PREPARE
HIMSELF FOR WORKING WITH
CHILDREN. The day has passed when
a teacher is completely and adequately
prepared for teaching children when J
degree is conferred. Commencement Day
becomes the BEGINNING of a lifetime of accumulating experience and
knowledge to do the most effective job
possible. Preparation will intensify as
world concepts change, new methods and
materials are introduced into the curriculum or as a teacher meets the cha I·
lenge to develop a creative program in
the classroom.
A good teacher will be alert to capitalize upon momentary experiences that
are of interest and important to children
such as the history-making flight of Col.
Glenn into orbit a year ago. Don't overestimate the capacity of children when
interest is a factor. A group of emotionally disturbed boys that I was teaching at the time of Col Glenn's voyage
into space out-sat many other classes in
our school and gave unflinching attention
to the television account; when we returned to our classroom the discussion
continued and flavored the activities for
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many
when
well,
space

days to come. I sometimes wished,
some effort did not work quite as
that we could shoot a man into
every day !

In adapting his program to meet the
needs of the children for whom he is
responsible, a teacher gains security and
growth only by meeting the challenge of
finding workable solutions to everyday
problems. The better the job of teaching
the greater will be these challenges.
After preparing himself to work with
children, a teacher has the NEED TO
RISE ABOVE AND BEYOND IN HIS
PROFESSIONAL POSITION. To be a
good teacher and to be satisfied with the
profe.,sion, the teacher must feel he, too,
is growing. To this end in-service programs are planned by school systems to
fill the gaps between academic preparntion and professional skill, to strengthen
and extend subject area skills, and to
provide opportunities for leadership, development of curriculum programs and
participation in experimental programs.
There is a recognized place of responsibility for educators in the civic activities
of a community. It gives, in turn , opportunity for the citizens to receive accurate and unbiased information about
educational matters.
Professional organizations have an important role in the growth of teachers.
ACEI, one of these organizations, is
unique in its development of a program
of active concern for children and pro-

fessional growth of those who work with
children. ACEI sponsors on the branch,
state, and international level workshops,
study groups and conferences and invites
members to assume leadership roles and
participate in planning a PLAN OF
ACTION and CHILDHOOD EDUCATION; 90,101 branch members and
3,000 International members are beginning now to sift the needs of their community to develop the concerns fo
1964-1966. ACEI informs its membership of current trends in education and
those issues which it takes a strong position ; ACEI members have a re.,ponsibility
to read the bulletin describing these issues, make their personal decision and
share information with their co-workers
and community groups concerned witl i
children.
One step beyond the NEED TO IM.
PROVE HIMSELF the teacher must recognize the NEED TO MEET TH E
CHALLENGES OF THE PROFESSION. There is an on-going concern
today that what we are teaching children
will not prepare them to live in the
world of tomorrow. A trip to an World's
Fair where ideas are projected on the
life of twenty years hence bears witness
to this fact. Textbooks and equipment,
which have long been behind the times,
cannot be revised and leave the presses
and factories as rapidly as a teacher is
able to feel and adjust to the pulse of
the times. N ever has there been so much

written about education in newspapers
and magazines nor so much said on the
radio and television. A teacher has a
responsibility for knowing of these commentaries and being prepared to speak
to them as a professional. He has the
responsibility of b~coming informed
about new pronunciations of words presented by newmen, the introduction c,f
the augmented alphabet as an aid in
reading, the empha:;is on the revival of
the OLD Montessori Sy tern as a NEW
educational idea, the awareness of new
global concepts.
Who is better qualified to tell others
of children? To lead the way in voicing
the thoughts of the profession? To write
the curriculum and textbooks of today?
A teacher must indicate his concern for
assuming these responsibilities and demonstrate that his capacities and experiences have prepared him to do so.
·· Four things a teacher must do
If to himself he would be true-

STUDYING THE WORLD: Selected
Resources
By Leonard S.. Kenworthy

• Recognize the R I G H T TO
CHILDHOOD
• Recognize the NEED TO PREP ARE HIMSELF TO WORK
FOR CHILDREN
• Recognize the NEED TO RIS E
ABOVE AND BEYOND HIS
PROFESSIONAL POSITION
• Recognize lhe NEED T 0
MEET THE CALLENGES OF
THE PROFESSION

A Savings
Program
Designed for

All who are concerned with contemporary world problems and issues will
find helpful resources for study and discussion in this concise and· inexpensive
guide, be they librarians, tead1ers, students, or study group leaders.

the School

Conveniently arranged are references
to more than 400 items on general world
topics and problems, countries constantly
in the news, and major cultural areas.

Teacher

Users will find many free and inexpensive resources- pamphlets, books, film
strips, and magazines-among the items
listed, as well as a directory of their
publishers.
The topical organization makes th is
SO-page pamphlet an ideal supplement1l
resource for use in social studies units .
Published in 1962 SO pp. Paper $1.00

MARCH-APRIL, 1963

FIDELITY UNION LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Dallas, Texas
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A Report On Professional Negotiations
t

Henry M. Williams
How much of school policy is coperatively determined by teachers and administrators working together? The
professionally trained, competent, capable, conscientious, and thoughtful
teacher often ponders that question.
Fifty-five classroom teachers and
leaders were in ited to NEA Headquarters Washin g ton, D.C. , to discuss
the topic: " Profession al Negotiations
and Sanctions" . They met on November 22 -24, during the Thanksgiving
holid ays.
There are those educational statesmen who feel th at a major change is
comi ng to public education in the United States. What will take place they
contend is that procedures for teachers
associa tions and school boards working
together will be formalized- sometime.,
by legislative statue, as in Californi a
and other more progressive states;
sometimes by board rule. But in either
case, formalized negotiations.
This is a new concept in the pro fessio n of teaching. How will it operate? Each loca l teachers association,
whether a classroom teacher organization or an all-inclusive association- that is, one that includes teachers,
principals, librarians,-w ill select a
professional negoti ation committee; a
barga ining committee in organized labor parlance. The bargaining, or negotiation committee, would be responsib le for negotiating with the board
of education relative to: (1) working
con ditions; e.g ., whether all teachers
will be g iven duty-free lunch periods,
relief from hall patrol, campus " police
duties", ticket-takers, and similar assignments; (2) employment contracts
of teachers; (3) salary schedules; and
( 4) dismissals.
There may be some districts rn
Texas where the practices prevail.
With respect to professional negotiations did the boa rd of education enter
into a contract with representatives of
a local association on procedures in
handling such matters ? In other words,
have we fo rm alized negotiations witl1
any school board s in Texas?
Based upon established procedures
among teachers associations which
functions in formally organized nego-
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tiations, there are six basic prov1s1ons
which characterize such arrangements :
1. The board of education recognizes
teaching as a profession and the local
organization as the representative of
its members.
2. Representatives of the education association and the board of education
are provided channels to discuss matters of common concern.
3. Representatives of the education association and the board of education
meet and exchange views.
4. The board of education and the education association mutually agree
that, in good faith, each will listen to
the other's viewpoint and will take
that viewpoint into consideration before coming to decisions; that in all
instances, problems will be negotiated
whenever there is disagreement.
5. Both the education association and the
board of education recognize the need
for structure to deal with an empasse.
6. Final decisions are jointly determined
by the association's and school board's
representatives with the assistance of
other educational agencies, should
that be necessary.
Why should teachers h ave the legal
right to negotiate? Dr. T. M. Stinnett,
Assistant Executive Secretary of NEA
gave one answer. " . . . All of us
( teachers, administrators, etc.) are . determined to make of teaching a profession (and) . . . however generous
and benevolent unil ateral decisionmaking may be, it still has something
of the debilitating effect of a kind of
paternalism."
Taken another way,

•

teachers in Texas and across this great
land of ours teach boys and girls the
democratic process. A process that
says in effect that everyone has a right
to speak and to be heard and to help
determine public policy that will affect
his well-being.
In the relationship with school boards
and the administration, do teachers
have the right to share in decisions
that affect their personal welfare? If
this question cannot be answered positively, by large numbers of teachers,
then, perhaps, we should take a close
look at the concept of professional
negotiations as an interpretation of a
teacher's right to share in policymaking
decisions.

TEACHERS! BORROW
$50 to S300 BY MAIL
Quick l • Easy I• Private I
Any amount from $50 to $300-tr you need mom,y
quick-ut out and mail this ad for complete free
details . Completely l'onridtnlial. No l'O-&i,:nus, no
Pndoners. Friends, merchants, school board will not
know you apply rcir a loan. You can make this loan in
the pri\·ary or your home ■Y MAIL on your si,:natur,
only, Repay In com·enient montbly payments, no payments on principal durinc summtr ,·aution. Cut out
and mail this ad today ror full details In plain tnnlope.
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. . . . . .. .

City .. . . .. . . .

.. . . . . .... state .......

Department of Classroom Teachers of
Teachers State Association of Texas

Fourth Annual Study Conference
Emmett Scott Senior High School
Tyler, Texas
Saturday, May I I, 1963
THEME:

Teaching, A Profession-Spotlight on the Child (Theme of the National
Department)
TENTATIVE PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
SPEAKERS: Miss Taimi Lahti, Assistant Executive Secretary, NEA Department
of Classroom Teachers, Washington, D. C.
Mr. T. C. Calhoun, President, Teachers State A.ssociation of Texas
Dr. Vernon McDaniel, Executive Secretary, Teachers State Association of Texas
WORKSHOPS: "Conditions of Work for Quality Teaching "
"Teacher Competence and Evaluation "
" Professional Negotiations"
SPECIAL PROJECT: "Teacher of the Year" Eliminations, (Eight (8) teachers
will be selected, one (I) from each district. Final eliminations
will occur at the annual TSAT banquet in October).
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North Texas District
Meeting Announced

•

Would a "pupil compensation" plan
similar to our workmen's compensation
laws help stem the tide of the increasing number of cases in which teachers
and school districts are being sued for
damages because of pupil injuries ?

CLYDE C. CHAMPION

•

How Can Teachers Be Protected
From Liability Suits For Accidents?

Clyde C. Champion, Greenville, Texas, principal of the Booker T. Washington Elementary School, will preside
at the twenty-ninth annual session of
the North Texas District Teachers Association at the G. W. Jackson High
School, Corsicana, Texas, Saturday,
April 20, 1963 .

Denis J. Kigin, an associate professor
of industrial education at Arizona
State University, suggests this possibility in a new book, Teacher Liability
in School-Shop Accidents, just published by Prakken Publications, Inc., Ann
Arbor, Michigan. Professor Kigin,
who points out that not only has the
number of cases increased recently but
the average sum awarded in courts also
has risen , gives a detailed and well
documented treatment to this situation,
potentially a demoralizing one for both
teachers and school districts.
The elements of teacher and
school-district liability, the nature and

extent of shop-teacher liability, and the
defense against possible litigation are
all thoroughly covered by Professor
Kigin. Safety as an instrument in prev-enting liability is also given a complete discussion, followed by Kngin 's
projection solution tto the teacher-liability problem. Although the discussion is devoted chiefly to the shop
area, where one out of every 11 school
accidents occurs, the principles regarding li ab ility and legal defense are applicable to all areas of the school.
Written in layman's language, the
book is complete with case studies and
an up-to-date coverage of state legislation and court decisions regardin g
liability.
Teacher Liability in School-Shop Accidents. Denis J. Kigin. Ann Arbor,
Michigan: Prakken Publications, Inc.,
1963. Pp xii
128. $4.50, cloth
bound; $3.00 paper bound .

+

CHARLES RICE PT A WINS TROPHY

The convention's one-d ay theme,
"Motivating Interest In Learning," will
be highlighted by Dr. John 0. Perpener, Jr., Vice President, Jarvis
Christian College, Hawkins, Texas.
Mr. Champion served the organization as vice president and has held
numerous positions of educational leadership. He is a native of Greenville and
received his bachelor's degree from
Paul Quinn College, Waco, T exas.
Prairie View A&M College awarded
him the Master of Educatipn degree
and he has pursued further graduate
study at the University of Texas.
He served as president of the Greenville Classroom Teachers Association,
treasurer of the Elementary Principals
and Supervisors, Association an affiliitte of the Teachers State Association
of Texas; organizer and chairman of
the Greenville Branch YMCA and a
non-commissioned officer of the United
States Army in World War II.
Presently serving as treasurer of the
Elementary Principals ar.<l Supervisors
Association, he works as chairman and
member of the board at Greenville's
YMCA, heads a boy scout unit as
Scout Master.
MARCH-APRIL, 1963

Milton Reeves, vice president of the Parent Teachers Association of Charles Rice
School, Dallas, receives coveted trophy from Thomas Tolbert, chairman, Negro Division of the
1963 Mothers' March of Dimes. The Mothers of Charles Rice School gleaned a total of $467.41
during their block march, and emerged as high ranking group in this effort among Dallas School
Parent Teacher Association.
Others pictured left to right are (seated) Mrs. R. Q. Mays, faculty representative; Mrs.
Florence love and Mrs. Laverne Harris, both former Charles Rice P.T.A. presidents; Mrs.
Anthionette Hardeman, president North Texas District of Colored P.T.A.
Standing, left to right, are: Mrs. Beatrice Morney, Mrs. Gussie Alexander, Mr .John Patch,
teacher; Mrs. Vauline Fisher, PT A secretary; Mrs. Mary E. Wilson, Mrs. Eunice Andrews, Miss
George E. Dykes, teacher; Rev. Samuel L. Chatham, Minister; Mr. Sherman T. Hall, executive
of Boy Scouts of America, respectively.
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NASSP Announces
Experimental Program
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New Method of Teaching Composition
Can Make Writing 'Thrilling' Study
A new method of teaching composition that can make writing a "new
and often a thrilling study" is described in the NJEA REVIEW, the
monthly publication of the New Jersey
Education Assn., in an article -en titled
"Teach Composition Intensively.' '

cabulary, Conrad notes. Much of the
space covered is mere warming-up of
the writer's mind , to bring it to the
point of saying anything at all. But
brief papers require ingenuity. So, in
intensive composition, the best papers
come from the best thinkers.

"Intensive composition" helps students to think clearly, write concisely,
read criti ca lly, and eliminate grammatical errors , writes Lawrence Conrad,
prof.e sor of English at Montclair State
College.

The composition must be more than
brief, Conrad says. It must allow no
chance of mistaken meaning. "Grammatical errors come under condemnation because they give rise to misunderstanding.

It hecks " the prodigal waste of
words"' common in teenage papers. This
mean s a sharp saving in correction
time for the teacher.

" No one is stopped from saying what
he means to say, but everyone is required to do some composing-and this
is what composition ought to teach. "

Conrad wants students to think before they write, and to rewrite until
they make their meaning completely
lear in the fewest possible words.

As youngsters gain skill in wntmg
essentials they learn to watch for the
substanc-e of what they read, Conrad
feels. And, " after only a few weeks of
such exercises, they commence to sift
their own thoughts to find what is
essential in them ."

To achieve these goals, he advises
teachers to g ive writing assignments
that tress brevity and clarity. One of
his uggestions is to give students a
letter and have them reduce it to a
telegram. Another is to give a long
description of a house and require
them to adv.ertize it for sale in a newspaper charging 50 cents a line. A third
i to have students write inter-office
memos.
" In the past, pupils have tried to
get a little bit sa id in an enormous
number of words," Conrad -explains.
" By requiring them to say a great deal
with the fewest possible words, you
bring them to closer grips with every
language problem they would ev-er
meet and sharpen their focus upon each
one of their problems."
Traditional composition often favors
the pupil with a large but loose vo-
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For the teacher, papers can be corrected in a minute or two. The teacher's
mind stays fresh. Moreover, frequent
flashes of student originality " refresh
the t-eacher's lagging spirit."
Intensive composition teaches young
people to write the kind of thing they
are most likely to be called upon to
write at home and in the other departments of the school. And it lets
the teacher teach the grammar, spelling
and punctuation, they need most.
" Let any pupil write 10 such compact and intensive papers, rewriting
until every one is quite perfect, and he
will be farther down the road toward
good composition than by a whole year
of the rambling themes he used to
write. "

A $330,000 grant from the Fund
for the Advancem.e nt of Education to
the National Association of SecondarySchool Principals (NASSP) for an experimental program to develop competent candidates for the principalshi p, has been announced.

I

Eugene E. Thomas, NASSP President, told delegates to the Association's 47th Annuary Convention that
the grant is to be used for a demonstration project to set up an internship program for prospective principals.
"The key role of the principal in
school inprovement programs is widely recognized," Thomas said. "But
whether he works effectively for comprehensive improvement depends largely on the priorities he establishes for
himself."
Contrary to teacher-education programs that provide practice teaching
or medical programs that provide hospital internships, today's training programs for principals typically includes
only three or four graduate school
courses in administration and exceedingly limited experience in schools as
an understudy to a successful principal,
NASSP officials said.
"But under this new pilot plan,"
Thomas added, "potentially able candidates will spend one or two years in
full-time employment in a school and
will actually work with a principal in
directing experimental programs."
This unique approach is to start in a
limited way with seven universities and
fourteen secondary schools.
Lloyd Michael, Principal of the
Evanston Township High School,
Evanston, Illinois, will head the Advisory Committee to be appointed by
the Association to get the pilot plan
under way.
'The effective relationship between
the Fund for the Advancement of Education and the N ASSP in sponsoring
experimental programs of this nature
has been good and should be continued," Michael said. "We are all challenged by this demonstration project.
Educational leadership is needed now
more than ever before. In this way,
we feel we can produce some of the
leaders we need. "
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The New School of Paris

•

T. G. Givens Elementary School
A dream became a reality for Paris
when part of a two-year building prog ram plan was completed for optimum
operation September, 1962. This ultramodern school was the result of eliminating the crowded conditions existing
in the Gibbons and Bankhead Elementary Schools whereby each child could
have better educational advantages. J.
L. Holford , who formerly was principal of Bankhead Elementary School, is
principal of the new elementary School.
Named for T. G. Givens, principal of
the Gibbons Junior-Senior High School,
the school was constructed at a total cost
of $350,000.
The colorful and spacious cafetorium
provides adequate services for many
purposeful and varied activities. The
physical features of the school are large
and flexible enough to permit pursua nce of a wide latitude of group
activ iti es.
Every segment of this magnificant
building reflects the workmanship of
an artist. There are 18 classrooms
artis tically decorated and equipped for
functional utility. Ten of these are
for the primary department and are
se lf-contained. The other eight classrooms are specially arranged and equipped for g rades four through six. Pro per natural li ght for each classroom
comes from the seven large windows
and two sky-lights which furnish a
bright and cheerful atmosphere conducive to wholesome learning.
The furniture for each room is designed with bright colors, light and
easily movable. All rooms have a lavatory, drinking fountain facilities, and
open shelv-es that can be utilized for
any purpose. Each room has combination storage cabinets, cloak rooms,
filing cabinets, chalk and tack boards,
and valuable space to expand classroom activities th at can be arrange to

THE FACULTY OF THE T. G. GIVENS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Standing left to right are: Mrs. Clarice Holt, Miss Evelyn Garland, Mrs. Willie M. Brigham,
Mrs. Olivia C. Hampton ,Mrs. Marie W. Brembry, Mrs. Eleanor A. Bailey, Henry Blackmon, Jr.,

Miss Pauline Bratton, Mrs. Mary Forshee', Fraline Williams, Mrs. Effie Andrews. Sitting
left to right are: Mrs. Ruth Maxey, Mrs. Frankie Brown, Mrs. Mabel C. Woods, Principal John
L. Holford, Mrs. Lillian R. Marks, Mrs. Ruth Ward, Mrs. Thelma Patterson.

broaden the scope of learning possibi- ever, that the real challenge of the
lities.
school is not only the building and
physical fac ilities, but also the achieveThe principal's offi ce, the general
purpose rooms, and the teacher's lounge ment of the purposes and goals of a
are centrally located and easily acces- good school in building good citizenship for our state and nation .
sible.
It is possible to pass outdoors from
To meet the challenge that th i
every room with a minimum of dis- school has to offer, the Principal J. L
turbance to the work of other rooms. Holford and facu lty h ave a well-pl anThe school is centrally located in a ned instructional program, a standardresidental area on an eight acre plot ot
ized testing program, the ungradedground which provides amply spact reading program, and extra-curricular
for recreational activities and directed
activities which include choral groups,
play.
basket ball teams, boy and girl Scouts,
The principal, 17 teachers, 570 stu- Brownies and Cubs, and an active
dents, parents and friends are proud of Parent-Teacher-Associ ation to promote
this modern school and equipment for
indi vidual as well as group growth for
modern instruction. They realize, how- the T. G. Givens Elementary School.

NAMES and NEWS

A Prominent Texas
Educator Honored

••

South Texas Te·a chers Will Meet
In Bay City In 1964
over 700 active members.
The newly elected president is James
White, principal, Hilliard High School,
Bay City. Mr. White holds BS and
M.E.D. Degrees from Prairie View
A&M College and has done further
study at the University of California.
Mr. White states that he plans to assist the association in growing and rendering better service, to the members
and communities concerned.
The 1963-64 Association will be sponsored by the Matagorda County Teachers
Association with meeting facilities being
provided by the Hilliard High School
and Linnie Roberts Elementary School
of Bay City.

JAMES WHITE, President
South Texas District Teachers Association

The South Texas Teachers District
Association met at Wharton Training
High School in Wharton, on March 7th
and 8th.
The Memorial and Inspirational Services were held at the Mother Zion Baptist Church of Wharton, at 8:00 P.M.
Thursday. Rev. S. B. Franklin, pastor,
Macedonia Baptist Church delivered the
Memorial Sermon.
Haynes L. Shepherd, head of the
Mathematics Department at Marshall
High School, was the president of the
Association.
The keynote address was delivered by
Dr. Thomas F. Freeman, Professor of
Phi losophy, Texas Southern University,
Houston . Dr. Freeman spoke on : " If
Not You, Then Who?" Dr. Freeman
tated that the teacher holds the key to
molding the child. If you do not accept
this responsibility then who will.
The South Texas Teachers Association
District extends West to Corpus Christi,
on the East to the edge of Houston,
South to the Gulf of Mexico, and North
to Flatonia, Texas.
The district includes 45 schools and
14

A New Series
Of Fi I mstri ps
"First Experiences with Heat," a new
series of six COLOR filmstrips , to introduce primary grade children to the
study of heat has just been released. The
series develops basic concepts by demonstrating simple experiments and by
showing examples familiar to young
children.
Individual titles are: "Where Do We
Get H eat?," "What Is Heat?," "Heat
Travels," "Heat Changes Things," "Heat
Makes Things Expand" and "Thermometers." The filmstrips show what heat
is, how it affects matter and why it is
so important in everyday living.
The series is designed for principal
use in science classes in grades 2 and 3,
with supplementary use in grade 4.
"First Experiences with Heat" is qualified for purchase under NDEA Title III,
as are the correlated Jam Handy filmstrips, " First Experiments About Weather," ''First Experiments With Air,''
"Magnets," "Simple Machines Help Us
Work" and " First Adventures in Space."
" First Experiences with Heat" is
available at $31.50, with individual fil'mstrips at $5. 75, from The Jam Handy
Organization, 2821 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit 11, Michigan, and from all
Jam Handy dealers.

T. G. GIVENS
M,r. T. G . Givens, principal, Gib bons High School, was recently honored
by the Board of Education and thecitizenry of Paris, Texas, by having the
new elementary school named in his
honor. The school is a modern 18 classroom building with principal's office,
teacher's lounge, play area, all steel
kitchen and cafeteria, workroom and
<1. dequate storage space.

•

Mr. Givens was born in Washington
County on a farm and attended the
public school there. He entered Prairie
View College and was graduated from
the Normal Course. He began his
teaching career in Burleson County.
Later, he returned to Prairie View and
received his BS Degree in Education
and a BS Degree in Agriculture. Mr.
Giv,ens attended the University of
Colorado and received his Master of
Arts Degree from that institution. He
has been principal of Gibbons High
School, Paris, Texas, for 27 years.
Mr. Givens, who has done outstanding work in all phases of the civic life
of Paris, is vice-president of the Tuberculosis Society of Lamar County and
a member of the executive committee
of the Lamar County Red Cross. For
his work in Boy Scouting, he received
the Silver Beaver Award. H e is a 33 °
Mason and is Deputy Grand Master of
the Grand Lodge, Prince Hall Affiliation, Free and Accepted Masons of
Texas and Jurisdictions and the Commander-in-Chief of the North Star
Consistory, No. 245, Paris.
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EL PASO TEACHERS RECEIVE GRANTS

•

•

Edwin W. Mangram, Principal,
Douglass Elementary School.

Mrs. Franchelle Calvert Waters,
teacher, Douglass School.

Five teachers and one principal, Mrs.
Tyndal Wright Franklin, Mr. William
Glasscock, Mrs. Mary Bell Hill, Mrs.
Hazel Thompson, Mrs. Franchelle Calvert Waters and Mr. Edwin W. Mangram were the six selected from El
Paso, to attend the first Summer Institute for Educators In Integrating
Schools at Bank Street College of Education in New York City, from June
28, to August 11, 1962.
Bank Street College of Education
selected 31 educators, 15 Negro and
16 white, from four communities, each
a newly integrating area of the South:
El Paso, Texas (6); Louisville, Kentucky (9); St. Louis, Missouri ( 6);
Charlotte, North Carolina (8) and
Efland County (2). These 31 participants were carefully selected from
among 150 applicants. References and
personal data were supplemented by
interviews with a field worker from
Bank Street College. Very important
consideration was given to candidates'
motivation for the institute course and
to an estimate of potential service in
the home community.
Bank Street College is a center for
advanced study and research, which has
experimented for forty-five years with
programs to improve the quality of
early childhood and elementary school
teaching. lit is located in the Abingdon Square-Greenwich Village Section
of New York.
Under the terms of a project grant
from the Dean Langmnir Foundation,
each participant received full tuition,

a private room at International House
on Riverside Drive, $6.00 a day for
meals, travel expenses to and from New
York City from home. Eight points
of graduate credit were earned by each
participant.
The Summer Institute offered a
study program in which Negro and
white teachers could explore together
the ways in which integration affects
their function in the classroom, the
school and commmunity. The seminar
provided opportunities to analyze our
difficulties and together seek out their
solution. Throughout the working
hours, emphasis was placed on enriched classroom experience and excellence
in teaching.
The members of the Institute had an
opportunity to supply case material
from their own concrete experiences
in the schools where they were employed. They pondered human relations
factors implicit in the process of desegregation.
The Institute members studied current teaching techniques and became
familiar with teaching skills which can
reinforce the learning process. They
were shown how to build a curriculum
with a content geared to increased
mutual acceptance by children with
marked differences in socio-econom ic
backgrounds. They were taught how
the divergences, the non-similarities
among the children of the newly-intergrated school can be utilized for
an improved curriculum.
The entire group in the seminar had
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Mrs.

Tyndal Wright Franklin,
teacher, Douglass School.

an opportunity to observe during the
fifth week, an inter-racial camp for
children at Bass Lake Farm on Lake
Ontario. This is a day 's journey from
New York City by bus. This was one
of those never-to-be-forgotten experiences.
On the part of the administration
of Bank Street College, "many kinds
of good can be expected to flow from
the Summer Institute. The participants will develop new skills for a
more effective curriculum.
Negro
teachers will gain confidence in their
working relationships with white teachers and children. White teachers will
recognize the abilities of their Negro
colleagues. They will each in turn
influence the attitudes within their
schools and communities when they
return to the South. The changes
noted at the Institute itself and later
developed in the schools, will lend
themselves to publications in professional journals and serve as a guide to
colleagues rn other parts of the
country. "
The Institute program was designed
especially for the selected teams of
Southern educators.
Mr. Mangram was also selected from
several hundred teachers as a stipend
recipient member in the National
Sci-ence Foundation Institute to study
Chemistry for the Elementary Teacher
at New Mexico State University. Regretfully, he declined the N.S.F. grant
to attend the seminar in New York.
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Charles Rice School Holds Memorial
Program For Mrs. Julia Payne Hopkins
By Mrs. Madeline Hines

MRS. JULIA PAYNE HOPKINS
Striking a somber but app reci ative
note in the exercises of Texas Publi c
Schools Week, the Charles Ri ce School
dedicated Tuesday, March 5 to the
memory of the late Mrs. Juli a P ay ne
Hopkins, veteran D all as teacher and
beloved member of the Charles Rice
faculty . Mrs. Hopkins passed away on
Christmas day l962 afte r several
months of iII ness.
The brief, but impressi ve progran1
included a piano prelude and a postlude by Mrs. Sydney Woods ; two musical selections by the Charles Rice
Choral Club, "The Lord 's Prayer" and
" Lo We Walk the Narrow Way" ,
Invocation was given by Mr. James 1.
Boyd; " In Memoriam", a beautiful and
tirring tribute to the deceased, by Mrs .
Berline Durley; and Mrs. Hopkins in
School and Community" was presented
by Mrs. Rober ta Queen an Mays, a
friend and fe llow-teacher for many
years.
Principal F. F. Wilkerson, in his remarks closi ng the program, gave assurance that Mrs. Hopkins had won
her place and would be rememberec!
as one of the great and renowned
teachers throughout city and state.
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A m ember of the Charles Rice staff
since the school's 19S3 opening, Mr~.
Hopkins had already spent some
twenty years as a teacher of Physical
Education in the schools of Dallas. A
graduate of Booker T. \XT ashington
Hi gh School of Dallas and of Prairie
View State College, she began her
teaching career at Phyllis Wheatley
School, Dallas.
In the fall of ' 37 she joined the Julia
C. Frazier faculty, carrying into that
institution and into Dallas and Texas
at large the gueenly charm, poise, love
of the beautiful, and professional preparedness for which she became so
widely known. " A clean body with
clean clothing" became the simple
motto of this teacher who regarded
poise and grace more important and
more attracti ve than a beautiful face.
"Our Julia" was the term used at
Frazier, further attesting to the affectionate regard in which she was held.
Early in 1962, still remembered and
loved by Julia C. Frazier School, Mrs.
Hopkins was honored by the ParentTeachers Association for her sixteen
years of distinguished service in that
community.
Attending the Charles Rice memorial
service were Mr. Oscar Hopkins, husband, and Mrs . Albert Payne, sisterin-law of the deceased.
Mrs. Margie Calico, upper-grade
Social Studies instructor, was in charge
of the program for Texas Public
Schools Week.

Of 2,075,000 students in average
daily membership in Texas public
schools in 1961-62, average daily attendance hovered close to the 94%
mark, School administrators view
this record as difficult to surpass:
More than two million students are
involved; Texas has a wide range of
weather conditions; and absences
may occur through illness, participation in extra-curricular activities, or
by students moving from one community to another to follow families
doing seasonal work in industry or
agriculture.

EDMOND DELMAR HUFF
Edmond Delmar Huff, formerly principal of Fred Douglas School, Anson ,
Texas, died December 2, 1962 after 12
days illness.
Mr. Huff, who was retired from the
teaching profession on September '5 ,
1962, was a teacher in the Quanah Public Schools before coming to Anson. His
teaching and civic activities were many
and varied; therefore, the community of
Anson has lost an outstanding citizen.
He is survived by a wife, Mrs. Jimmi e
1. Huff ; three daughters, M,rs. Versa
Reese, Mrs. Hazel Conley, and Mrs.
Alma Huff, all of Houston , Texas.
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Mrs. Vera Thompson Parker was
funeralized Saturday, February 16, 1963,
at San Antonio, Texas.
At the time of death, she was employed in the San Antonio Public School
as Dean of Girls in the Phillis Wheatley
High School. Mrs. Parker had formerly
served as a YWCA secretary and as
U.S.O. Director.
Mrs. Parker, an active member of Saint
Phillip's Episcopal Church, is survived
by her husband, Nathaniel H. Parker ; a
sister, Bettie Thompson, Fort Worth; an
aunt, Mrs. E. G. Jones; and two uncles,
H. 0. Thompson and McKinley Estelle.
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The St. Joseph NEA Regional Conference
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By Henry M. Williams
District affiliates of TSAT, along
with local associations of Classroom
Teachers, were represented at the NEA
!Department of Classroom Teachers'
Conference at St. Joseph, Missouri on
January 31 to February 2, 1963. The
participants representing the local
units and district associations were:
Central Texas, District, W. D. Dunn,
Mexia.
East Texas District, Mrs. A. V. Delley, Tyler.
Southeast Texas District, Miss Jo
Ann Paul, Dayton.
Southcentral Texas District, Mrs.
Nannie B. Aycox, Houston.
TSAT Department of Classroom
Teachers, Henry M. Williams, Tyler.
NEA Advisory Council, Miss Katie
A. Stewart, Tyler.
North Texas District, Mrs. Mary F.
Phillips, Corsicana.
Waco Classroom Teachers Association, Mrs. 0. A. Posey.
Tyler Classroom Teachers Association, Mrs. Sibble F. Wait.
Houston Classroom Teachers, Mrs.
Quintana · Allanese, Mrs. Vivian R.
Bowser, and Alvin R. Porter.
Southwest Texas District, Mrs. Nancy
S. Bohman, San Antonio.
Representatives to the conference
served in severa'l capacities. The presentations were as follows:
Local Project Recognition. Mrs. A.
V. Delley, Tyler, presented a local project for recognition. This feature of
the Regional Conference has been a
highlight for the past two years. Mrs.
Delley's presentation was a special recognition for the representatives from
Texas.
Panelist and Assembly Chairman.
Mr. Henry M. Williams, president,
TSAT department of Classroom Teachers and member of the Regional Advisory Council, NEA Department of
Classroom Teachers, presided during
the Fourth General Assembly and
served as a panelist on the discussion:
"Professional Negotiations Versus Collective Bargaining."
Interrogators. Mrs. Vivian R. Bowser, immediate past president of the
TSAT Department of Classroom Teach-
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ST. JOSEPH CONFERENCE
LEFT TO RIGHT: Mrs. Birdette L. Anderson, Houston; Mrs. Quintana Allanese , Houston ;
Mrs. Nancy S. Bohman, San Antonio; Alvin R. Porter, Houston; Miss Jo Ann Paul, Dayton ;
W. D. Dunn, Mexia; Miss Katie A. Stewart, Tyler; Mrs. Vivian R. Bowser, Houston ; Henry M.
Williams, Tyler; Mrs. Nannie B. Aycox, Houston; Mrs. Mary F. Phillips, Corsicana.
Not shown in the picture: Mrs. A. V. Delley, Tyler, and Mrs .0. A. Posey, Waco .

ers and Miss Katie A. Stewart, former
member of the NEA Regional Advisory
Council, served as interrogators in both
the Professional Negotiations Workshop and General Assembly discussions.
Theme of the Conference was
"Teaching A Profession- Spotlight On
the Child. " Mrs. Rita Jacoby, president
of the NEA Department of Classroom
Teachers, interpreted the theme in a
keynote address opening the Conference.
Participation of the district representatives was made possible by contributions from the Teachers State
Association of Texas. The aggregate
experiences which participants realized
should prove beneficial to girls and
boys. It is expected that each participant in the Conference discovered
many opportunities to evaluate his or
her competencies in comparison with
teach ers throughout the South Central
Region. By encouraging participation
in such conferences, the Teachers StaLe
Association of Texas demonstrates concern for the professional advancement
of its members.

ATTENTION
If your Band or Choir needs money, we
will make an analysis of your financial problem, make a survey of your community
and recommend a prestige way to raise
from $ I 00.00 to $2000.00. Amounts up
to $ I0,000 over a 2 to 3 year period.
Call this ad to the attention of your
Band Booster President, or write yourself,
for no obligation details, giving amounts
of money needed and the population of
your community. Get the advice or an
established, professional organization.
WRITE
.. ORGANIZATIONAL & GROUP SERVICE
DEPT. 32

BOX H

REHOBOTH BEACH, DELAWARE

There are some areas in your state where
we send part time representation. If interested in TRAINING in the fund raising
field write: c/ o Ellen White, Box H, Dept.
P61.
Ideal part-time work: Teachers, Semiretired persons, or Band Directors' wives,
who can work 2 or 3 days a week. MUST
HAVE CAR.
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SCENES FROM 78th TSAT CONVENTION

• •

• •

I. Dr. William Allison Davis, professor of education at the University
of Chicago, speaking at the annual banquet, October 26, at Dallas.
2. Mrs. Velma Jeter, TSAT president, and group of Southeast Texas
District delegates.
3. A scene showing banquet guest as they listen to Dr. Davis. Seated
at the upper table are guest at the speaker's table.
4. A section of th e De legate Assembly in session on Saturday, October
27, at Dallas. There were 400 delegates certified from local, county,
and district organizations.

5. East Texas District delegates before they assembly for Delegate
Assembly.
6. Central Texas District delegates who represented the district at
TSAT meeting.
7. Elementary Education Section in a meeting at the 78th Annual
TSAT Convention.
8. Another section of banquet scene with Dr. Davis at the speaker's
stand.
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NEA ·Enrollment For 1963-64

•

Members

41
51
220
296
10
1

4
6
2

5
4
2

41
63
2

209
2
1

16
4
1

19
1

23
47

•

164
3

25
9
6
1

14

35
16
14
55
1
7
3

10
8

13

14
111

15
5
1

21
3

16
46
18
7

•

9
1

38
9

Unit (City or County)
Abilene
Amarillo
Austin*
Beaumont
Belton
Brackett
Brazoria County
Bromfield
Buffalo
Carthage
Clarksville
Cold Springs
Corpus Christi
Corsicana
Cushing
Dallas
Dayton
DeKalb
Ector
El Campo
Elgin
Ennis
Fort Bend County
Fort Worth
Galena Park
Galveston*
Gladewater
Gonzales*
Goose Creek
Greenville
Hamlin
Hawkins
Henderson*
Hillsboro
Houston
Huntsville
Irving
Jacksonville
Kermit
Lamar County:!:
LeMarque
Lockhart*
Longview
Lubbock*
Lufkin
Marshall
Mart
Mexia
Midland
McKinney
Nacogdoches
Nacogdoches County
Normangee
Oakwood*
Orange
Palestine
Pampa
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18
2

1

5
47
1

27
71
1
11

9
1

46
3

61
7
11

146
16
13
204
1
2

2
72

3
2

Plainview*
Port Arthur
Refugio County
Royal
San Antonio
Seguin
Sherman*
South Park
Snyder
Sweeny
Sweetwater
Taylor
Temple
Terrell
Texarkana*
Travis County
Troup*
Tyler*
Vernon
Victoria
Waco*
Waller County
Waxahachie
West Columbia
Wichita Falls*
Winnsboro*
Bishop College

I
~

2
2
2

13
1
7

1
2

2584

Butler College
Huston-Tillotson College
Jarvis Christian College
Prairie View A. and M.
College
Texas College
Texas Southern
University
Wiley College
TSAT
GRAND TOTAL
* 100 per cent enrollment

The scholastic census for Texas'
1062-63 school year totals 2,386,557
children whose ages range from six
through seventeen.
Approximately
311,500 of these are not attending
public schools. These school age youth
may be in parochial or private schools,
may be high school graduates before
they are eighteen years old, or may
not be enrolled in any school.
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" INSTEAD

"

Of BLOWING HIS TOP ABOUT TEACHING CONDITIONS,

WHY DOESN'T DAD · DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT -JOIN

THE

NEA?''
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